Identifying a creak probability threshold for an irregular pitch period detection algorithm
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Abstract: Irregular pitch periods (IPPs) are associated with grammatically, pragmatically, and clinically significant types of non-modal phonation, but are challenging to identify. Automatic detection of IPPs is desirable because accurately hand-identifying IPPs is time-consuming and requires training. The authors evaluated an algorithm developed for creaky voice analysis to automatically identify IPPs in recordings of American English conversational speech. To determine a perceptually relevant threshold probability, frame-by-frame creak probabilities were compared to hand labels, yielding a threshold of approximately 0.02. These results indicate a generally good agreement between hand-labeled IPPs and automatic detection, calling for future work investigating effects of linguistic and prosodic context.
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1. Introduction

In typical healthy speakers, non-modal phonation patterns occur in a wide variety of speech contexts, including at word boundaries, at phrase boundaries, and in certain prosodic contours. The type of non-modal phonation that is characterized by irregular pitch periods (IPPs) can also provide information about emotional content, dialect, speaker identity, and health status. IPPs exhibit varied acoustic realizations, including irregular spacing of pitch periods, single glottal pulses, and local decreases in F0 or amplitude. Discussions of IPPs, creaky voice, and similar phonation types have often encountered terminological challenges. Researchers have used differing terms to describe these phenomena and have proposed a variety of theories about the mechanisms by which they occur and their functions in speech. Here, we compare a strictly acoustic measure (the output of an algorithm) to labels created by human raters using a combination of visual and auditory-perceptual criteria.

In some languages, including American English, IPPs carry linguistic significance because of their association with lexical information, word or phrase boundaries, and prosodic prominences. Often corresponding to word boundaries, common locations for IPPs in American English include (1) the first few pitch periods of vowels or sonorant consonants at the beginning of an intonational phrase; (2) the last portion of an intonational phrase, particularly one with a low boundary tone; (3) the first few pitch periods at the onset of a high- or low-pitch accented syllable; and (4) the nucleus of a low-pitch-accented syllable where F0 is particularly low. Additionally, in this dialect of English, IPPs can also convey lexical information by signaling a /t/ that occurs word-finally (e.g., cat) or between a stressed vowel and sonorant consonant (e.g., butler).

IPPs are pragmatically significant when they are used to indicate speaker identity, dialect, and emotional state. Speakers can vary widely from each other in their usage of IPPs, including both their baseline IPP usage across speech contexts and their grammatically-driven IPP usage in specific prosodic locations. Some speakers use IPPs more rarely than others, and speakers vary in their usage of IPPs to mark prosodic boundaries. Although these differences present challenges for inter-speaker analyses of...
IPP usage, they also mean that IPPs may be useful for detecting unique aspects of specific speakers, like individual identity and dialect.

Finally, IPPs are clinically significant indicators of voice disorders and systemic diseases including acute decompensated heart failure. Holmberg et al. used the perceptual term “scrape” to group together vocal fry, roughness, and irregular phonation. They found that patients with voice disorders presented with significantly less scrape after voice therapy compared to their pre-therapy baseline voices. Additionally, Murton et al. used the detection algorithm discussed here to analyze the voices of patients undergoing treatment for acute heart failure. They found that these patients displayed a higher proportion of creaky voice after completing acute heart failure treatment, compared to their pre-treatment voices. IPPs are also relevant to automatic speech recognition and other systems that are aimed at extracting this information automatically.

In sum, episodes of IPP carry many different kinds of information, but despite their utility, identifying IPPs by hand is time-consuming and requires training. This difficulty makes reliable automatic detection of this phenomenon a compelling goal. Previous work by Drugman et al. has used frame-based features, including short-term power, intra-frame periodicity, inter-pulse similarity, subharmonic energy, and glottal pulse peakiness, as inputs to an artificial neural network (ANN). This ANN then assigns creak probabilities from 0 to 1 at regularly spaced time intervals across an acoustic recording. In contrast to the continuously varying creak probability, hand-labeling of IPPs or creaky voice is a binary decision—a frame is either in a creaky/IPP region or not. To be compared to hand labels, the algorithm’s continuous output needs to be converted into a binary classification decision by identifying an appropriate creak probability threshold.

Drugman et al. performed this threshold identification process with a multilingual data set containing creaky voice hand labels. Their results indicated that creak probability thresholds that maximized the F1 score for each speaker were in the range of 0.3 for all speakers. In this project, we perform a similar analysis with a data set that consists of conversations recorded by eight American English speakers and was hand-labeled for IPP regions by experienced labelers. Our goal is to determine whether the threshold identified in previous work is perceptually meaningful in our data set before we continue on to additional analyses based on IPP detection.

2. Methods

The American English Map Task corpus consists of acoustic recordings (16 kHz sampling rate) of 16 dyadic conversations by eight American English speakers who each wore a close-talk lapel microphone. The speakers were all female, aged 18–22 years, and were familiar with each other. The recordings consisted of casual conversational speech during which one speaker (instruction giver) provided instruction to the other (instruction follower) to navigate through a map. Each speaker was an instruction giver in two conversations and instruction follower in two additional conversations. Only the data from instruction givers were included in the analysis. The data include four speakers recorded in two conversations, and four in a single conversation, for a total of 12 recordings.

For those 12 conversations, IPP regions were hand-labeled in Praat by trained raters following a standard labeling procedure similar to the one described in Dilley et al. Raters identified speech regions with both (1) an auditory perception of non-modal voice quality associated with IPPs and (2) a visible irregularity in temporal spacing of periods in the acoustic waveform. Transcripts were also created by hand in Praat, indicating the time regions corresponding to each spoken word.

IPP regions were automatically identified using an algorithm developed for creaky voice analysis. Window size settings were 25 ms for linear predictive coding analysis, 4 ms for short-term power, and 32 ms for intra-frame periodicity. Every 1 ms, the ANN generated a creak probability from 0 to 1, inclusive. Figure 1 illustrates the waveform, transcript, IPP hand labels, and creak probability contour for a short sample of the recorded speech. Only frames that occurred within a word were included; frames that occurred during silence, non-speech noise, or the instruction-follower’s speech were discarded.

Because the outputs from the creaky voice algorithm varied continuously while the hand labels were binary, our goal was to choose a binary classification rule with the creak probability threshold that most closely aligned with the binary hand labels. Therefore, we used a variety of performance metrics to identify several different candidate thresholds and compared the classifier’s performance at each threshold. We applied these performance metrics to a data set derived from concatenating all 12 conversations...
together. We swept thresholds from 0 to 1 and calculated the following performance metrics at each threshold: true positive rate (TPR), false positive rate (FPR), true negative rate (TNR), positive predictive value (PPV), accuracy, and $F_1$ score. The $F_1$ score is based on the number of true positives, false negatives, and false positives. It is especially appropriate for evaluating performance when the positive class is comparatively rare in the data set, as in the case of laughter15 or creaky voice/IPP usage.13 We also plotted the FPR against TPR at each threshold to generate a receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve, and calculated the area under the ROC curve (AUC) for the combination of all 12 conversations as well as each speaker’s conversations individually. AUC is a measure of overall performance, where an AUC closer to 1 indicates better classification.

We compared creak probability thresholds across all speakers using four threshold criteria: (1) threshold at which TNR and TPR were equal (the equal error rate); (2) threshold yielding maximum $F_1$ score; (3) threshold yielding maximum accuracy score; and (4) 0.3 creak probability, for comparison to results from Drugman et al.13 Finally, to examine differences in algorithmic performance across speakers, we visualized the creak probability distributions of frames that were or were not hand-labeled as containing IPPs for each speaker.

3. Results

The instruction-givers’ speech was recorded and labeled in 12 conversations, which totaled 98 min of recording. Approximately half of this recording time (48.5 min) consisted of the instruction-giver speaking. Approximately 11% (5.2 min) of this speaking time was hand-labeled as containing IPP segments, with a range of 6% to 18%. The variation in recording, speaking, and IPP region duration is reported in Table 1.

Figure 2 illustrates how the four creak probability threshold candidates were derived using the contours of the calculated performance metrics at each threshold. The intersection point of TNR and TPR gave the TPR = TNR threshold, and the location of the accuracy and $F_1$ maxima gave the Max Accuracy and Max $F_1$ thresholds. These contours were also used to obtain the values of multiple performance metrics at each candidate threshold. The threshold probabilities that this process identified, and

Table 1. Duration (in seconds) of total recording, speech segments (i.e., total time of all words as labeled in the Praat transcript), and IPP regions for each speaker who acted as an instruction giver. The percentage of speaking time that occurred in IPP regions is also reported.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Recording time (s)</th>
<th>Speaking time (s)</th>
<th>IPP time (s)</th>
<th>IPP % of speaking time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>726</td>
<td>301</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>532</td>
<td>319</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>8.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>524</td>
<td>296</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>8.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>733</td>
<td>434</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>953</td>
<td>496</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>5.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>446</td>
<td>245</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1053</td>
<td>413</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>894</td>
<td>405</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>7.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the values of various performance metrics at each threshold, are presented in Table 2. The maximum $F_1$ score of 0.549 was located at a threshold of 0.0202, which was used for additional analysis of individual speakers.

Using the TPR and FPR (given by 1 - TNR) in Fig. 2 yielded a ROC curve with an AUC of 0.853. The AUCs for equivalent ROC curves based on each speaker’s conversations individually ranged from 0.797 to 0.926, with a mean of 0.864.

Overall, there were large differences in the distribution of creak probabilities for frames that were labeled as being in IPP regions compared to those that were not. However, the shapes of the probability distributions in IPP regions varied considerably by speaker, as shown in Fig. 3. Additionally, we calculated the $F_1$ score for each speaker at the 0.0202 threshold, yielding a mean $F_1$ of 0.539 (standard deviation of 0.084).

4. Discussion

Overall, we found that a lower threshold for creak probability than stated in the literature yielded satisfactory alignment with hand labels of IPP segments. While no single threshold maximized all performance metrics, our goal was to identify a threshold that best balanced the necessary trade-offs among different metrics. Because most speech frames were not creaky, it was important to choose a detection threshold carefully. Detection of rare events is more challenging than events that occur with more even probability, since the number of false positives can easily overwhelm the number of true positives if the threshold is set too low. However, setting the threshold too high risks missing many of the true positive tokens.

We chose the $F_1$ score as the performance metric that best addressed this problem. The two higher thresholds (maximum accuracy and 0.3) under-identified creaky frames, leading to high PPV but low actual detection rates (TPR). In contrast, the lower threshold that equalized TPR and TNR had good detection rates, but the correspondingly high number of false positives made the PPV unacceptably low. A threshold located at the maximum $F_1$ score gave high accuracy and identified over half of the hand-labeled creaky frames while still keeping the PPV above 0.5. Like Drugman et al., we selected the maximum $F_1$ score to find a threshold for detection of creaky frames in running speech. However, in our data set, the maximum $F_1$ scores were typically achieved with a creak probability threshold of ~0.02, whereas Drugman

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criterion</th>
<th>Creak threshold</th>
<th>$F_1$</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>PPV</th>
<th>TPR</th>
<th>TNR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Max $F_1$</td>
<td>0.0202</td>
<td>0.549</td>
<td>0.904</td>
<td>0.560</td>
<td>0.539</td>
<td>0.949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max Accuracy</td>
<td>0.0684</td>
<td>0.496</td>
<td>0.917</td>
<td>0.713</td>
<td>0.340</td>
<td>0.981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPR = TNR</td>
<td>0.0051</td>
<td>0.420</td>
<td>0.771</td>
<td>0.289</td>
<td>0.771</td>
<td>0.771</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.326</td>
<td>0.910</td>
<td>0.854</td>
<td>0.201</td>
<td>0.996</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
et al. found their $F_1$ maxima using a creak probability threshold of \( \sim 0.3 \). Further, the detection output is intended to indicate the probability of a given frame lying in a creaky/IPP region. Therefore, a naively chosen threshold probability would be 0.5, i.e., a frame would be considered to fall in an IPP region if the probability assigned by the detector were above chance. Here, instead, we find that frames assigned a probability of only 0.02 aligned well with hand-labeled IPP regions; in other words, that a frame with just a 3% “probability” of falling in an IPP region can actually be expected to do so. A threshold of 0.02 is so low that it is effectively meaningless as a probability of creak/IPP. This unexpected finding suggests that the algorithm’s output may be reflecting some underlying phenomenon that is different from creaky or IPP phonation, and calls for further investigation.

Although the detection algorithm performed well at the lower threshold, the large difference between our results and those from Drugman et al. suggests that our input data set are different from theirs in some important way. That difference is likely related to our hand-labeling techniques and/or our speaker populations. The hand-labeling process of identifying creaky regions both auditorily and visually is similar to the process described by Drugman et al., but many factors could have caused differences in output despite that broad similarity. Our speakers were all American English speakers, while Drugman et al. analyzed data sets of speakers speaking Swedish, Finnish, and Japanese in addition to American English. The acoustic realizations of IPPs may differ across languages and cultures, causing the algorithm to interact differently with our speakers than with speakers of other languages.

For example, 11% of speech in our data set was hand-labeled as being in an IPP region, compared to approximately 6% of speech in the Drugman corpora. Speakers of American English in the Drugman corpus tended to have higher proportions of creaky/IPP-labeled speech (7.7%) compared to non-English speakers (5.7%), which may explain why our proportion of IPP-labeled speech was higher. Like previous studies on different corpora, our own results (Fig. 3) indicate that even speakers within a demographic group (in this case, young female American English speakers) show different distributions of detection probability in speech frames that are labeled in IPP regions. Our results indicate that group-specific patterns of IPP usage and acoustic production may affect the performance of this automatic detection algorithm and should be considered when applying it to novel speaker populations.

The results presented here raise a number of questions for future investigation. First, these results are based on frame-by-frame comparisons of hand and automatic labels. However, IPP regions typically span many frames, so this frame-by-frame comparison may be unnecessarily strict. For example, if the hand labelers and algorithm identified 1-s IPP regions with 80% overlap, it might be sufficient to treat the algorithm as having detected that IPP region, without penalizing it for the false positive and false negative frames on the region’s boundaries. This approach would require determining...
a minimum overlap amount necessary for “detection” of an IPP region, as well as an appropriate probability threshold for the classifier. Taking this more generous event-based approach to IPP detection might give a more accurate picture of the agreement between human and automatic labels.

Second, as discussed previously, IPPs can have varied acoustic realizations across speakers and speech contexts. Drugman et al. identified three acoustic patterns of creaky voice production and reported different detection rates for each pattern.\textsuperscript{13} Examining our data in light of these or other patterns might help explain our classifier’s performance in different speech contexts, across speakers, and in comparison to other experimental results. For example, our data set is also labeled for prosodic structure with Tones and Break Indices labels that capture phrasing and prominence.\textsuperscript{16} Using automatic detection results to distinguish different acoustic realizations of IPPs could expand on previous work regarding the interactions between IPP realization and prosodic location\textsuperscript{1–3} and help to better understand the algorithm’s performance in a variety of prosodic contexts. Additionally, because we classified frames with an output probability above 0.02 as IPP frames, our data set contains IPP frames with a very wide range of assigned probabilities. It is possible that different IPP probability ranges correspond to distinct acoustic realizations of IPP, or have other meaningful differences between them.

Finally, IPP-like voice characteristics are known to interact with voice disorders\textsuperscript{9} and systemic disease.\textsuperscript{10} Applying this algorithm to clinical populations could provide more information about how these disorders affect IPP production.

5. Conclusion

IPPs in speech are informative, but challenging to detect because they require time and training to label by hand. We investigated appropriate detection thresholds for an algorithm that uses multiple acoustic features input to an ANN to automatically yield creak probabilities that were hypothesized to be related to IPP behavior. This work has implications for use in future work investigating different productions and realizations of IPPs, relating IPP usage to specific prosodic contexts, and understanding the relationships between IPP usage and human health states.
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